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The line-shape function is expressed in terms of three boundary functions related to the two-
particle Green s function. The transverse as well as the longitudinal interaction among
atoms is considered, using the photon propagator approach. The broadening of one of the
radiative states through the resonance interaction with the ground state is considered in
detail. The contributions of multiple transfer of excitation and of two-body scattering are
calculated separately. Several validity conditions are also obtained which clarify the approx-
imations in the existing results. The velocity dependence of the width parameter is investi-
gated in some detail; our results differ considerably from the existing results because we
have included higher-order contributions. The extreme low-density region [where (collision
width) - (natural width)] is also considered; the linewidth is found to be nonlinear in the
number density. The additional contribution of the coupling between the radiative states is
also calculated in a special case.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we calculate the contributions to
resonance broadening which arise from multiple
transfer of excitation and from two-body scatter-
ing. In addition to width results, quantitative con-
ditions are obtained which help in selecting the
important terms in various situations of interest.
These validity conditions also help in understand-
ing the nature of approximations in the existing
results. '-' A "photon propagator" approach is
used to treat the interaction among atoms. This
method simplifies the calculations, and permits
a unified treatment of longitudinal and transverse
interactions.

The line-shape function is expressed in terms
of three boundary functions related to the two-
particle Green's function. The particular case
of a transition v - p, , in which only the level p, is
broadened appreciably by resonance with perturb-
ers in the ground state v, is considered in de-
tail. (This is the situation in the important ex-
periments of Kuhn et at.4) In this case width and
shift are given by a single parameter Z „.

At high densities, multiple transfer is impor-
tant and Z& has a nonlinear dependence on the
number density. (A result similar to that ob-
tained by Reck et al. ' arises when additional as-
sumptions are made. ) In the impact regime, only
two-body scattering is important, but the lowest-
order contribution to the T matrix is usually not
sufficient. (In fact, the perturbation series may
diverge. ) We have obtained a solution of the inte-
gral equation for the T matrix which includes all
orders of dipole-dipole interaction. The velocity
dependence of Z~ is investigated in detail, and
its effect on the line shape is discussed. The re-

suit obtained by Mizushima is found to be inade-
quate in the experimental situation of interest.
(Mizushima considered only the lowest-order two-
body contribution, using a classical path ap-
proach. )

At extremely low densities, when the collision
width - the natural width, we find that Z& again
becomes nonlinear in the number density, because
the transverse interaction is also important. This
effect may be responsible for the "residual width"
observed by Kuhn et al. '

The situation when P= v is also considered
briefly. In this case the line shape is more com-
plicated because of the coupling between the radi-
ative states p. and v. The additional contribution
to the width and shift parameter is obtained under
a specific set of assumptions.

In many of the results we have retained the fre-
quency dependence of the width and shift param-
eter. This dependence can be important in the
wings of the line, when ~to-')&average dura-
tion of a collision.

II. BASIC RELATIONS

Consider an isolated resonance transition
v p, with unperturbed frequency co~p, where p.
and v denote the two internal energy states of the
atoms comprising the gas. The line shape is
essentially given by the following function of fre-
quency, (d. '

y „(k, a), P) = f+ d(t -t)

xe X (k t t P). (I)
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xfdpdp(a. (t)a. (t)a& (t)a&(t)), (2)

where ai (ai ) represents the annihilation (creation)
operator of state i with i= (v, p —f/2), j= (p, , p+k/2),
0 = ( p, p + k/2), and I = (v, p —k/2); p = 1jk T, and
an average over Gibbs's ensemble at tempera-
ture T is implied by the angular brackets in (2).
Here we have denoted the momenta of the center
of mass of the atom by p +k/2, where k is the
momentum of the photon. (We assume 5 = 1.)

We define the one- and two-particle temperature
Green's functions as follows, '~ ' assuming trans-
lational invariance in space and time.

g, (12,t, t „p) = -i (r [a, ( t, ) a, (t,)])

procedure, ' and make analytic continuations to
real frequencies and times. Then from (1), (2),
(4), and (5) we obtain the following general
formula for the line-shape function.

(k, (u, p) = 2(1 —e p~)lmy (ki & '~ p) (6)
p, v p, P

(k, co, p) = f [dp /(2m)'] f+ de [(F,—F,)

xj(e-(o/2)+ (F,—F,)f (e+ (u/2)]. (7)

j'(e) = (I + eP ) ' . (6)

Here E =F (avva, pk, ea&, p), m =1, 2, 3.
Starting from the temperature-dependent

Bethe-Salpeter integral equation for g„Picman
also derived a set of coupled integral equations
for the functions F . For our case, this set can
be written as follows.

t +I ( ~1~21 p lt I)

x exp[ -ie, (t,-t,)]5- -, (3)
1P 2

g, (12 34, t, t, t3t4, p)

E Q~c)=E (p, e) 1+- dE''
m m ( ( )

x ZIC E (P', & )l. (9)mn n ' j'
= —(&[a, (t,)a, (t,)a,~(t, )a4&(t,)]

= (- i&)-' ~ Z, (u, u, u. } ., Ppk, ee~)
ECN

x exp(-i[a (t,-t, ) + e (t,-t,)

+ v(t, -t, +t;t,)/2] j
5
P, + P2P P3+ P4P (4)

where 1=(p„p,) etc. ; p, =p+k/2, $, =$, —k/2,

p, =p-k/2, and p, =p+K/2; e, r=i(2n+1)w/p,
v/2=i2nm/p, n=0, a 1, a2, . . . . Here the Four-
ier series expansions involve the imaginary time
domain, and 7 is the fermion time-ordering op-
erator. (For definiteness we assume the atoms
to be fermions. ) We shall use the same vari-
ables for real and imaginary values of the fre-
quencies (cc e) and times (t, t2t, t~). In the final re-
sult we need only the analytic continuation to real
values.

Following Picman, ' we define a function F for
Imago& 0.

1 dpF(p, p p, p, pf, ear, P) = lim 2' (2v)~i(t, —t,) -0,

xZ g2(gi p2p3p4 ppk, ce(0, p)

x exp[- ie (t, —t4)]. (5)

Also let F„F„and F, be the branches of
F as Im(e —ar/2) -0+, Im(e —v/2) -0, and
Im(e+ to/2) 0, respectively The func. tion
X & v, defined by (2), involves a particular branch
of g2 in the real-time domain. We follow Picman's

Here K =Kmn(pvvp, , pp 'k, ee'&u, p), which in
volves tVe various branches of the vertex function
E of the Bethe-Salpeter equation. ' The functions,
F~' denote the respective branches of the "zero-
order function, "F, defined as follows.

F (pvvp, , pk, e(u)= (27n) gl (p+k/2, e+(u/2)

xgl (p -k/2, e —co/2). (10)

Here gl& ——gl(pp), which is defined by (3). If
gl (p,

' c p) is negligible, the following result is
obtained in terms of the self- energy, Z.

g (p, e, p) = [c+ U- E
1p,

—p'/2m —Z (p, e, P)], (11)

where U is the chemical potential, and rn is the
mass of the atom. As Z vanishes, g, approaches
the free-atom propagator, g, o.

The line-shape function y consists of the "irre-
ducible hole-particle propagator, " since the
coupling K cannot include one-photon reducible
diagrams. ' This coupling represents the corre-
lations between the two radiative states p. and v.
The zero-order function y' involves only the un-
coupled propagators for these two states, as seen
from (7) and (10). The integral equations (9) are
equivalent to the equation for y shown in the dia-
gram of Fig. 1.

Now we consider specific situations. First,
we assume that almost all the perturbing atoms
are in the ground state P, and that the transition
v v is forbidden. Therefore, only the resonance
broadening of state p caused by transitions P- p, ,



x'+ x')('=j-
' fer diagrams shown in Fig. 2. In the dipole ap-

proximation this contribution can be written as
follows. 9

Atom Propagetor, g,

Free Atom Propagator, go

FIG. 1. The equation for the "hole-particle propa-
gator" g.

is important. As we shall see, in this case the
contribution of the coupling E is not important,
and the zero-order functions I' 0 are sufficient.

In the next section we consider the resulting
"zero-order line shape. " We shall also assume
an isotropic system, so that an average over the
polarizations of the atoms can be performed.

III. ZEROARDER LINE SHAPE

y )
. ( dq 1 Q gd ld J+

J (2m)'-fP ~zgv' "'

.{y+q,~+&), (»)

where b =r',2nv/P, n= 0, +1, +2, . . . , d»~ is the
component of the electric dipole matrix element,
i= 1, 2, 3, and Ef is related to the photon yroy-
agators D~p as fo lows. '

E, .(q, ~) = ~2D, . (q, ~)+q,.q. D (q, ~).

D (r, r', f, f', P)= f(r[&-(r, f)A (r', 'f)])

= f [dq/{2')'](-1/IP) + exp[iq (r- r')

Since broadening of state v is assumed to be
small, the integral over e ln (7) can be evaluated
at the pole of gi„o [See Eq. (10)]. Further, as-
suming Pro&) 1, we obtain

X~~ $~ ~~ P) =2imX~p (k~&~ P)~ (12a)

X~„(k ~ P)

l' dp -y (p —k/2)
(12b)

3 (2m)' (o-(o —p k/m-Z (yk(oP)
p, v p,

Z $'k(uP)=Z (p+k/2, ~+E
p, p. v

+ Ip —k/2i /2m —U+i5, P), (12c)

(12d)

A. Contribution of the Multiple
Transfer of Excitation

The perturbing interaction can be represented
by the second-quantized operators for the 4-
potential, Aa(r), n 0, 1, 2, 3,--where A, repre-
sents the longitudinal pRrt Rnd A2 2 = 1 2 3
represents the transverse part. We shall calcu-
late, the contribution to Z& of the multiple-trans-

f„(p)= (I+exy[P(E, + p'/2m —U)][-',

where 5 0+. Here p ~ k/m represents the
Dopplex' Shiftq Rnd Z repx'esents the width Rnd
shift parameter of the state p.. If Z is indepen-
dent of &v and y, Eq. (12) reduces to a Voigt pro-
file which consists of a convolution integral of a
Lorentzian and a Gaussian profile. We shall see
that these conditions are not always satisfied.
Now we calculate various contributions to Z&
which Rre important in different physical situa, -
tions.

-~~(f-t')]D (q, ~, P), (15)

whexe w is the boson time-ordering operator. The
photon propagators D can be expressed in terms
of the polarization ope ator II, which represents
the effect of the presence of the other atoms. For
an isotroyic system, II is a scalar and we have"

D. .(q, ~) = 4m[~2- caq2- 4wll(q, ~)]-~
U

x (5 .. —q.q./q'), (16a)
U 22

D (q, ~) = (4~/q2)[i —4mll(q, ~)/~']-'

As II vanishes, Dc,p approaches the free photon
propagator, Do,po. The contribution to II arises
from the irreducible hole-particle propagator X.
In the dipole ayyroximation we obtain

II(q, ~) =- ~2 + p i d ...i& X, ,(q, ~).

+ t t ~ ~

= Photon Propagator, Da~
~ ~

Polcrizotion Qperator, 0
————Free Photon Propagator, D

PIG. 2. The multiple transfer diagrams which con-
tribute to the self-energy Z.
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The factor p results from averaging over the po-
Iarizations in an isotropic system. (y&~vl is de-
fined by (7), with 6 imaginary. )

Using analytic continuation in the ~ plane, we
can change the summation over 4 in (13) to an
integral along the branch lines of Ez& and gyv~.
The main part of collision and natural w idth are
contained in the contribution arising from the
branch ".ine of E&&, on evaluating the integral over
4 at the pole of gyv ~' this contribution reduces to
the following result [see also (12c)].

I'

Z (pk(oP) =i q + (e P —1) "d,'d
(2v)' zgv'

ximZ. .(q, —(u'+is), (18a)
v

v'= u+E —E,
V V

+ (I p —k/2 I' —Ip+ k/2+ q l')/2m. (18b)

We shall separately consider the contribution of
the longitudinal (Coulomb) interaction, Z, and
that of the transverse interaction Z&f. rom
(14) it is clear that we can write

Z =Z +ZC

p,

1. Longitudinal Interaction

Setting e P~ =0 in (18a), then using (14) and
(16b) we obtain

Z (pk+P) =- i(2v') ' Zp ld, l' J'dq
IU. p, p

xlm[I-S(q, ~, p)]-~, (19)

S(q, a&, P) = 4vil(q, —~'+i5, P)/&u"

dp' y, (p+ q/2)
=4' id,l', (20a)

(2m')' e —e '- i y
P, V

~ (p~ q/2 —p'). q/m
PV

+ (p+ q/2) k/m. (20b)

lifetime of the radiating atom in state p, is es-
sentially determined by tc, so that —ImZ& -I/te,
a result well known from the impact theory of
line broadening. At the same time tc)) 7C im-
plies that a collision with a third atom is not
likely to contribute to y. Therefore, the first-
order diagram of Fig. 2 should make the domi-
nant contribution to y, this contribution is of the
order of natural linewidth, as we shall see later.
In this case, the lifetime of the intermediate
state of the perturbing atom is mainly deter-
mined by the two-body contribution rather than
by y. On the other extreme we have the quasi-
static limit in which tc((T c. This condition im-
plies that E((D„where I is the average inter-
atomic spacing and Do is the "optical collision
diameter, "a measure of the range of the inter-
action. In this case the many-body collisions
will be dominant, and the contributions to the
self-energies of the radiator and the perturber
will essentially be the same, so that
—iy= Z& =Z& . The dominant process in the
many-body collisions should be the multiple
transfer of excitation because of the large cross-
section of excitation transfer.

In most cases it will be necessary to cut off the
integral over q (momentum transfer during the
intermediate states of the collision) in (19) at
an upper limit q„such that 1/q, -d„ the gas-
kinetic collision diameter of the colliding atoms.
This cutoff will take account of the hard cores of
the atoms The. integral in (19) is not divergent,
however, and the cutoff is necessary only if the
effective range of integration covers the hard-
core region. The kinetic factors in (20b) are of
the order of vtgq, if q, /m((vth and of the order
of 1/P if q, /m -vIh, where vth is the thermal
average of the relative velocity, v~= (p —p ')/
m(k =to/c «q, ). In tne following approximations
we shall also use our initial assumption, viz. nvi
=0 if v't v, where v is the ground state. We also
assume that the angular momentum of state p(v) is
1(0). In this case p =1/9 in (19) and (20a). (In sub-
section III. B we will see that a more careful treat-
ment of hardcore correlations gives a somewhat
different value for the averaging factor, p. )

In the impact regime, we are interested in the
region where y(&IZ& l -(&u-~~~)(&I/~c
-vth/Do &vthqo. The last inequality is valid be-
cause D,)do-1/q, for the dipole-dipole interaction.
Fui'ther assuming q, /m(&vth, we obtain from
(20a):

In obtaining (20a) we have used (17) and (12b),
replacing Z by —iy. (ReZ& is small for reso-
nance broadening. ) The parameter y represents
the damping of the intermediate state during the
collision. In this notation, Z&[ —iy] represents
the self-energy of the radiating atom [perturbing
atom] in state p. We are using this notation to
emphasize the fact that the dominant contribu-
tions to Z& and —iy can be quite different in some
physical situations.

In impact regime tc)) ~c~ where tc is the
average time interva between the collisions and
7'c is the average duration of a collision. The

S(q) =i(4v'/9q)n„(v ) I d (21a)

S(~) =(4v/9)n l d

x [(u —(u + Z (~)] '. (21b)
P, V P,

where n„-(v ) is the number density of atoms with
velocity component && along q.

In the quasistatic regime we can neglect the
kinetic factors in (20b), replace —iy by Z&, and
obtain from (20a).
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In this case, (19) gives

Z (v) =- i(2/27w)q, '
I d I

'S (&u)
P, V

x ([I -S ((u)]'+ S. '((u)) ', (22)

1

Z = —i(8n~, '/81) '
I d

P, V PV

That is, the width parameter is proportional to
the square root of the number density, a result
similar to that obtained by Reck et a/. ' The va-
lidity condition j Sj'«1 now becomes.

18v (n /q, )«1. (23b)

With qo-1/d„ this condition cannot be satisfied
simultaneously with the condition / (&D, unless
Dp is vezy much large r than d, . The ref ore in
many cases the complete Eq. (22) may be re-
quired in the quasistatic situation. In addition to
a more complicated nonlinear dependence on the
number density, this equation predicts a line
shape different from the Voigt profile, since the
width and shift parameter will have an appreci-
able dependence on (&o —~pv).

In the impact regime, the condition jSj' &(1,
when S is given by (21a), is likely to be satisfied,
so that the effect of the multiple transfer can be
neglected. However, the higher-order two-body
processes can be more important in this case.
We shall calculate this contribution in subsection
III.B.

2. Transverse Interaction

From (14), (16a), (18a), and (20a), on setting
exp- Pro' =0 and performing the angular integra-
tions, we obtain

Z (&u) =- i(4/v)+pld, I
' f dqq'&'

P, V'

x 8 (~ )/ I((o"- c'q')'+ (u "S'((o)], (24a)

co ~h)+E —E
V V

(24b)

where S= Sz+ i'. This result represents an
algebraic equation for Z&c(&u), and it includes all
the multiple-transfer processes shown in Fig. 2.
If jSj'«1, we can neglect S& and S& in the de-
nominator, and the result represents only the
contribution of the second-order diagram in
Fig. 2 (it is also the lowest-order diagram for
two-body scattering); furthermore, near reso-
nance ru —~&v =0, and the solution of (22) in this
approximation is

We have neglected ReS, since it is small near
resonance. We have also neglected the q depen-
dence of S and ro', since the contribution of kin.-
etic factors is small in (24a). [Only "weak" col-
lisions, with q k=~/c, contribute appreciably
to (24a). ] The integral over q can be evaluated
by contour integration in the complex q-plane.
The result is:

Z = —i+p((u'/c)' I d
P, ~ P, V

1 1

x&2S[(1+S') ' —I] ' (25a)

At very low densities, when S(&1, a binomial ex-
pansion gives

Z = —iZ2p((u'/c)'
I d, I '(1+S'/8). (25b)

P, V

The first term gives the natural width whereas
the second term gives the first correction aris-
ing from transverse atom-atom interactions. As
seen from (24c), S is linear in the number density
n at very small densities, since y approaches a
constant value of the order of natural width.
However at somewhat higher densities, in the
impact regime for example, & is also propor-
tional to n, and therefore S is relatively inde-
pendent of n, at least near the line center. There-
fore, the correction to the natural width is pro-
portional to n' at very low densities, and it ap-
proaches a constant value at relatively higher
densities. Hence the total width -Im(Z&c

t+ Z& ), should decrease faster than the first power
of n when the collision width is of the order of
natural width. This is a possible explanation of
the "residual widths" observed by Kuhn et a/. ,
when they made a linear extrapolation of the
measured resonance widths to the zero density.
It should be noticed that the line shape in this
region (without Doppler broadening) is not I or-
entzian because of the appreciable dependence of
Z& on &uthrough S(v).t

B. Contribution of the Two-Body Scattering

This contribution is completely taken into ac-
count through the two-body T matrix. The gen-
eral framework is discussed elsewhere. '~ "
Here we shall calculate the 7 matrix for the
longitudinal dipole-dipole interaction which arises
from the resonance between states p, and v. In
this case we must consider the effects of hard-
core correlations more carefully. A cutoff at an
upper limit of the momentum transfer, qp, is re-
quired, where 1/q -do, the gas-kinetic collision
diameter. At the same time, the effect of the
singularity of the potential in coordinate space'
should also be excluded. Hence we can write the
dipole-dipole interaction in momentum space as
follows.

S (u)) = 4vim((u —(o —iy)-'
P, V

Zpn , I d , I' (24c)
p V P, V

(vp, I W(q) I pv) =4'. .d dij pv pv

x (q,q./q' —5, ./3). (26a)
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%'e shall assume the conservation of the total
internal angular momentum of the two atoms, and
specialize to the case when the state»1[v] has an
angular momentum quantum number I [0 . Then
the total internal angular momentum has projec-
tions + 1, 0, and —1. In the usual diagonal rep-
resentation the three values of the matrix elements
in (26a) can be easily calculated. Choosing the
quantization axis normal to the plane of the col-
lision we obtain

TO
d

TO

I'I» I

I

I I I d»»» I
I»» E»»ll

V

TO
a

TO
d

TO TO
d

I»» ~
II+I I] II

»I I r Il Il

(28b)

T (p p q~ 6 + 6, EE)

=(IEP+q, vp —qlT(e+e, El) IIEp, vp&).

W(o) = {4~o/9) ld, »',

where o =+ &, —1, and + & for the projection states
+1, 0, and —1, respectively. Let us now define
the direct and transfer T-matrix elements as
follows.

TO

II» il'I' ' ll
»

»ll » 1 I

IE' jul

I
I
I
I

V

I
I
I
I

P

V P

I
I
I

I II II»
[I l~ |~l
I ITd I I ~

»I IE Ill
V

T (P P q. ~
& + &i ~)

=(vp+q, IEp —qIT(a+e, o) IIEp, vp)).

FIG. 3. The resonance contributions to the Tmatrix

Figure 3 shows the diagrams contributing to Td
and Te. These diagrams lead to the following
equations.

T (ppq, e+ t, l7) = T (ppq, 6+e, ET)+ J [dq /{2»)E's]

{p+q ~ p —q ~ q —q ~
e+ &~ El)

x E(ppq, 6+ 6)Td(ppq, E+f) &)'.

Te does not contribute to Z&, because two atoms
in different internal states behave as distinguish-
able particles and the pair wave function has sym-
metric as well as antisymmetric parts. " [Any-
way the contribution of T~ is small at low densi-
ties if qo (( (thermal momenta). ]

The summation over 4 in (2Vc) is performed by
changing to an integral as before, and small terms
are neglected. Then using (29b) we obtain

Td'(ppq, e+e, &) = TI (&1)(2»E)
'

xJ dq'F(p p q 6 + 6) (2Vb)

E(PPq, Id) =((o —Ed
pv

-v q- q'/m+iy) —' (30a)

E(ppq, a+7) =i{-iP) EZ~gl (e+&, II+q) where v =(p-p)/m (30b)

xgl (e —I»., p —q). (2Vc)

T (gpss, &,e, o) = W(o)(I+ j[dq'/(2m)']

x E(ppq', e+e)Td(ppq', e+e, &)].. (28)

is the relative velocity. Vfe have again replaced
Z& by —iy as in Eq. (20a). The kinetic factors
in {30a) are of the orde~ of vthqo lf qo/m «vtl, Rnd

are of the order of l/p if qo/m-vth, where vth
is the thermal average of vz. %hen the kinetic
fRctol s Rl'e IlegllglMe, (2VII) RIld (30R) give+

Here 4 denotes the even frequencies as defined
earlier. Eq. (2Va) is like the usual integral equa-
tion for the T. matrix, except that Td' has taken
the place of the first-order interaction. The con-
tribution of the two-body scattering to Z& can be
written as follows [see (12c)].

T '(Ev, o) = (6EI') '~'(II)
d

xq, E{Ev —&u +iy ) '. (3l)
p, v

On the other hand, when y and (v —e& ) ((vthq,
(with qo/m ((vth), we obtain

Z (p, (o)= J [dp/(2EE)']f (p)

x-,'Z Td(pp0, e+e, o). (29a)

+ (p'- p')/2m —2@+i»I. (29b)

Td'(v, o') = —i(8EEv )
—'W'(a)q, '. (32)

(In the latter case there is no exchange of energy
between the internal and external degrees of free-
dom; therefore the magnitude of the relative ve-
locity, vz, remains unchanged during the colli-
sion. ) Now from (2Va) and (30a) it follows that
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Td is a function of &u[v~] when Eq. (31) [Eq. (32)]
is valid. In both cases the integral equation re-
duces to an algebraic equation and we can write
the solutions in the following form.

g(o) =2m(mP/2)'n &~Id l4q, '/243,

~,(o) =(mP/2)' lo Ild Pq, "/18.

(37f)

(37g)

Td ——WR (1 —R")

T = W[1+R "(I R-")-']
e

(33)

(s4)

Corresponding to (31) and (32) respectively, we
have

R((o, o) =(6v') 'W(o)q, '((o —(o +iy) ',
R(v, o)=-f(slav ) 'W(o)q,

(S5a)

(s5b)

R' is also defined by (35a) and (35b) with a different
cutoff, q, '. From the nature of our approximations
it is expected that q, ' will be somewhat smaller than
q, . As stated earlier, in the impact regime y-
natural width; while in the quasistatic regime,
-&y

If IR~ l&& 1, R" can be neglected in (33) and
(34), and only the lowest-order contribution to the
Tmatrix remains. If t R'2 I 51, the perturbation
series in the powers of interaction diverges.

When (35a) is valid, we obtain from (29) and (33):

z„(~)=(n /3)Z w(o)

x R((o, o)[I —R~((o, o)] '. (36)

The first term in (37b), which contains the error
function erf(v), results from the contribution of
the lowest-order forward scattering (Td'); it has
the same velocity dependence as obtained by Mizu-
shima, 3 who used a classical path approach. The
second term in (37b) contains the higher-order
contributions to the forward scattering; the pa-
rameter ~, is a measure of this contribution.
Using numerical integration, the function P(v) was
calculated for several values of 6,. The results
are shown in Fig. 4. It is obvious that the velocity
dependence can be quite different from Mizushima's
result (4, = 0) in the important region around V= l.

The line shape is given by Eq. (12). When Doppler
broadening is negligible, we obtain for a classical
gas:

'(»)=Sv 2n f dVPe
p, v P p

x ~(V)[»2+ ~2(V)]-', (36)

where»=~ —v, and ~(v) = —ImZ (V).
p, v'

If Doppler broadening is included, Eq. (12a) gives:
1

0(~to)=4n —( )a f dV V

This result is valid (assuming qJm «vt ) when
«o=(&o —~»))) vthq, )vth/D, -1/re. Here D,
is the optical collision diameter, and v z is the
average duration of a collision. ) This region of
validity is outside the usual impact regime in
which it is assumed that d &o « 1/ve, a condition
which may not be satisfied in the wings of some
broad lines. Physically the dependence of on» in (36) results from collisions which co d not
be completed in the radiation lifetime -(»)
This dependence on 4~ will cause a deviation of
the line shape from the Voigt profile in the wings.

When (35b) is valid, Z& shall have velocity de-
pendence. We shall examine this case in some
detail. Using the classical Boltzmann distribu-
tion function for f~(P) in (29a), performing some
integrations, and changing over to a more conven-
ient set of variables, we can write the result as
follows

1.0

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

f(V) 0.5

'~tv+ Y -' ~sr —I"
x~tan

( )
—t~

( ), (39)

z„(v) = - i Z g(o)y(v, e),

g(v, o) = V '[erf(V)+&, (o)Q(v, cr)],

erf(V)=2m 2 5 dXe X,

@V,o')=2m ~ J dXXe

x$tan- [I v-XI/z, (e)]

(37a)

(s7b)

(37c)
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qQ nIP

0
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V

I I

9 IO

—tan-'[ I V+XI/~, (o)]$, (37d)

V=(P/2m)' p, X=(P/2m)P (37e)
FIG. 4. The velocity dependence of the width para.-

meter.
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where Y= (2/m13)' ' Vto/c. Integrating once by
parts we obtain from (39):

1

'(a(o) =2m n f dV e

x a[(a~- Y)'+ a']- +f(S&o), (40a)

2

f(~~) =2n '~ -~)' f dV e
v co'2m 0 dV

Y b,(g)+ Y
(~~- Y)'+~~ (&~+&)'+&' i

(40b)

If b, is independent of velocity, I=0, and (40a)
gives a Voigt profile. Mizushima considered
only the first term in (40a) as the generalization
of the Voigt profile; the correction f(h&u) does
not appear in his line-shape function.

Now we make contact with the experimental re-
sults. Consider, for example, the broadening
of 2'P state of helium. (Although 2'P is the lower
radiative state, our results are still applicable. )
The experiments give a collision half width,
—,
' h~+-8 x 10' rad/sec at n-10" atoms/cm' and
T = 80'K. In this case the optical collision dia-
meter D„-16 X, kinetic collision diameter
do-3 A, vt 9x 104 cm/sec, and 1/r -4x10"
rad/sec. 2 direct check shows that a5 the valid-
ity conditions for (37a) are satisfied. Although
the contribution of the multiple transfer is negli-
gible, the higher-order two-body scattering is
important. With I/qo'-4 A we obtain 6, (+ 1) -2
and h, (a —,') -1. From Fig. 4 it is seen that, in
the important region around V= 1, the velocity
dependence in this case is less sharp compared to
Mizushima's result (6, =0) 3 Therefore the devia-
tion from a Voigt profile of the line shape given by
(39) will be smaller. Our results give a, half
width of the order of the experimental value for
I/q, -2 A .

The width parameter in (37a) depends on the cutoff
parameters for which only an order-of-magnitude
estimate (1/d, ) is available. In the previous calcu-
lations ' "&'~ this cutoff has not been taken into
account, and a straight line trajectory approxima-
tion is made. The assumption of straight-line
trajectories is equivalent to a high-energy approx-
imation which is valid when the kinetic energy&&
the potential energy (it is also equivalent to the
Born approximation for the phase shifts which is
valid when the phase shifts are small. ) At low
velocities this approximation is not valid. At
high velocities, the effect of the cutoff becomes
more important. In the experimental situation
considered, the kinetic energy at the thermal
velocities-the potential energy at the cutoff (this
is also the cause of the velocity dependence of
Z&). In the next stage of refinement the cutoff
procedure should be improved by taking proper
account of the other short-range interactions.
(Within the present approximation, the additional
contribution of the hard cores can be calculated
separately using the hard-sphere collision dia-
meter; but this contribution is small since

Do2))do'). At the same time the mixing of
the orbital and the internal angular momenta,
caused by the noncentral interaction potential,
should also be considered. This effect is pres-
ent in the collisions in which the polarization
of the excited atom is changed because the orbit-
al and internal angular momenta are not sepa-
rately conserved. Watanabe' considered the
change of polarization but he made the straight
line trajectory approximation. (In this subsec-
tion we have made the "fixed-atom approxima-
tion, " to use his terminology. )

Finally, let us compare the relative importance
of the multiple transfer and the two body pro-
cesses. Both contributions to Z& contain the
second-order diagram of Fig. 2. If we neglect
R' in the denominator of (36) and S~' and Sf2
in the denominator of (22), we obtain the same
result within a factor of —,

' which arises from a
more careful consideration of the hard-core
correlations in (26a). This result is the common
contribution of the second-order diagram. [Sim-
ilar result is obtained if (21a) is used, and the
result is compared with (37a) with 6, =0. ] As
stated earlier, the higher-order multiple trans-
fer processes are negligible if IS I'((1, and the
higher-order two-body processes are negligible
if IR' )((1. Thus the two-body processes are
more important than the multiple transfer if
IR'I)IS I. Using Eqs. (21a) and (21b) and (35a)
and (35b) this condition can be written as follows
in these two special cases q,

' ') 8w' v~n (v )
when kinetic factors are important and

3
q, ' & 6m'np when the kinetic factors are negligible.

IV. COUPLING BETWEEN THE RADIATIVE STATES

In this section we consider the situation when
P= v, i. e. , the ground state is the lower radia-
tive state. In this case the coupling E in Fig. 1
is also important. The general framework of
the T approximation for K was discussed in Ref.
11. Here we shall make use of our calculation
of the T matrix to obtain the additional contribu-
tions to the width and shift parameter in a par-
ticular case. Td should be excluded from E for
the same reason that T was excluded from Z
in Eq. (29). In addition, the first-order com-
ponent in T& along k does not contribute to K in
an isotropic system. Thus we obtain from (34)
and (35a):

Ã(p vvp, &u) = —,'Z (W(o)R" (ru, o)

x [1 —R' ((o, o)] —
I W(o) I). (41)

In this case K is independent of p, p ', e, and
e '; therefore the kernels K~n in (9) differ from
each other only by factors f (e + (u/2), ' and the
coupled set of integral equations reduce to a
single algebraic equation with the solution:

(k, &) = y (k, u))

x [1—y g, &u)K(gyves, , &o)] . (42)
p. v
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Neglecting Doppler broadening and using (12b),
(36), and (41) we obtain the following line-shape
function from (6) and (42).

((o) = —2n Im[(o —(o —a (u))] ', (43a)
JLt, v v L[Lv p v

((o) = (ng3)

xP [W(R R ')(1 8 ')-'+
I W I] (43b)

where Wis given by (26b), and 8 and 8' are given
by (35a) with v= v. The last term in this expres-
sion for the width and shift parameter (d v) rep-
resents the Lorentz-Lorenz correction. '

Equation (43b) is valid when b.&o))eth q, )1/v,
a condition which may be satisfied in the wings
of a broad line. In the line core at low densities
the kinetic factors are likely to dominate, and
(35b) should be used; but in this case the integral
equation does not reduce to an algebraic equation.
However, if the velocity dependence of Z& is not
sharp, the integral equation can again be reduced
to an approximate algebraic equation with a solu-
tion similar to (43a) in form. This situation is
quite possible in some cases as is clear from Fig.
4

The results of this section are applicable to the
resonance lines proper, e.g. , 1'8-2'P transition
in helium. However this transition has not been
directly investigated because of the short wave-
length. Other resonance transitions involving the
ground state have been measured, e. g. , in alkali
vapors; but the resonance width and shift have not
been clearly isolated to warrant a detailed com-
parison with the theory at this stage. (References

to the experimental work are given by Reck et al. ')
It should also be noticed that, in general, the

contribution of E to 6& v is of the order nvK'. There-
fore, if vsv and ev&)ev, this contribution is
negligible. This is the justification for using the
"zero-order line shape" for the transitions mea-
sured by Kuhn et al.4

V. CONCLUSIONS

Starting from the general line-shape function
we have calculated the important contributions to
the resonance broadening. At the same time we
have attempted to clarify the validity of various
approximations in the existing calculations' '~~~'4
and made contact with a specific experimental
situation. 4 In particular, it is found that the con-
tribution of higher-order two-body processes and
their effect on the velocity dependence of the width
parameter can be quite important in the impact
regime. It is also found that, at extremely low
densities, the resonance width becomes nonlinear
in the number density. At high enough densities,
the multiple transfer of excitation should become
the dominant process because of the large exci-
tation transfer cross section. . Therefore the use
of "effective resonance interaction"' is appropri-
ate in this situation. Equations (19) or (22), and
(25a) give the first-order contribution in the ef-
fective resonance interaction.
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The electron broadening of an isolated atomic transition is calculated using the propagator
approach. Electron correlations are included, and therefore the divergences arising in the
impact-limit calculations are eliminated. The general expression for width reduces to pre-
viously obtained results if the correlations are neglected. The case of plasmon broadening is
also considered. In this case, the width parameter has resonance-type frequency dependence,
resulting in considerable deviation from Lorentz profile. Under suitable conditions "sidebands"
appear about a "forbidden line. "

I. INTRODUCTION

Broadening of atomic spectral lines in a plasma
is of considerable interest at present. While a
quasistatic approximation can be used for ion
broadening, the dynamics must be considered for
electron broadening. ' The long- range Coulomb
interaction causes special problems in the calcu-
lation of electron broadening in the impact limit,
since a binary collision approximation is not
strictly valid. Griem et al. employed a cutoff
to avoid the divergence that arises in the linewidth
calculation based on the impact limit. Lewis
further investigated the validity of these results
and obtained a different cutoff, suitable for the
wings of the line. ' Recently, Smith and Hooper ''
treated the problem more generally, using the
resolvent technique, and showed that the diver-
gences do not arise. Moreover, the width param-
eter has an appreciable dependence on frequency,
which leads to a deviation from a Lorentz profile,
including asymmetry.

The purpose of this paper is to apply the propa-
gator technique to the case of an isolated line.
The necessary formalism has been developed in
an earlier paper, in which an application to res-
onance broadening was considered. (This paper
will be referred to as I. ) We derive a formula
for the width parameter which includes the electron
correlations; it does not involve any divergence.

In the limit of no electron correlations, this for-
mula reduces to the result of Griem et al, ' near the
line center, and to the result of Smith and Hooper'
in the line wings.

We also consider the interesting case of the
"plasmon broadening. " In this case, the electron
correlations give rise to collective excitations.
The resulting width parameter has a resonance
type of frequency dependence and the line shape is
basically different. Under suitable conditions this
line shape will exhibit fine structure. In partic-
ular, it could include sidebands" about a neigh-
boring forbidden line. "

The possibility of such
sidebands was earlier predicted by Baranger and
Mozer' by calculating the probability of a second-
order transition caused jointly by plasmons and
photons. In our treatment this result arises as
one of the consequences of plasmon broadening. "

The main advantage of the formalism employed
in this paper is the automatic inclusion of all
electron correlations. This makes the actual cal-
culations simpler, In addition, contact is made
with the standard work on the many-electron
problem, "' which permits the use of existing re-
sults to treat other interesting cases in electron
broadening, e.g. , the impurity spectrum in metals.
Ion broadening can also be treated within this
general framework, if the quasistatic approxima-
tion is not sufficient and ion dynamics should be
included.

II. BASIC RELATIONS

CC
~

PP

In I, the general line-shape function was related to the irreducible hole-particle propagator, y. [See
Eq. (6) and Fig. I in I. ] Some of the diagrams which can contribute (in electron broadening) to the self-
energy part Z and the vertex function K are shown in Fig. 1. We shall consider only the first-order. dia-
grams in the "effective interaction" since the contribution of higher-order diagrams is small. (We have
also neglected the transverse photon propagator since its contribution is of the order of natural width. )
The first-order diagram for E, shown in Fig. 1, results in a nonresonant contribution to the propagator y


